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Subject: Traffic, October 2016 

FAC Chairs  

 

October Traffic now posted.  System traffic is within 1%, plus and minus, of what it was last year.  Has the 5% 

bubble finally burst?  Nope.  Despite this October being the wettest since the last ice age, traffic managed to 

hang in there, close to what it was last October, which enjoyed much friendlier weather.  The mojo’s still 

working.   

 

Drilling down a bit deeper, the Majors showed a slight (under 1%) increase in passenger and vehicle traffic, 

while the Minors experienced a slight gain in vehicle traffic and a somewhat larger drop in passengers (graph 

1).  The North had a slight loss of vehicles and a significant drop in passengers.  As always, this is based on a 

very small and volatile sample, with minimal effect on the overall stats.   First time in quite a while, we’ve seen 

negative numbers. 

 

The year to date stats remain strong, riding on six months of consistent 5% traffic growth through the peak 

traffic season (graph 2).   Even with revolting weather such as we’ve recently endured hanging in for the rest of 

the year, a positive outcome in March is pretty much assured.  Worst case, traffic growth in 1% to 2% range. 

 

The running 'same month' graphs provide a clearer picture.  For those who grew up seeing shapes in the clouds, 

check out graph 4, Ogopogo, Mouth Closed.  While previous months have shown a second year of growth, 

Rainiy October has cut that off.  But not reduced the traffic.  That’s significant. 

 

Graph 5, Ogogpogo, Mouth Open, shows a similar pattern.  The fact that passenger traffic fell more than 

vehicles, not surprising.  Rain in the face can do that.  As with the other months, Minor route October traffic 

dropped more than System traffic and remains farther from recovery. 

 

Graph 5, The Spider, illustrates what a contrast ‘no growth’ is to the pattern of the last year.  While April 

appears to be similarly uninspired, we need to remember this was the April with no Easter weekend vs April 

2015 with a full Easter weekend.  So this October was definitely the year's singular anomaly. 

 

Graph 7 is our reminder that regardless of how shiny things may appear at the moment, traffic and the well-

being of our communities have had a rough go over the past decade.   Traffic is a long way below where it 

could have been with less punishing fare increases in those early years.  Same can be said for the economic and 

social health of coastal communities. 

 

Graph 8 illustrates the same thing but from a longer perspective.  While BCF and the Ministry may celebrate 

modest recovery from the bottom of the pit, we are left to question why there ever had to be a pit, in these times 

of growing population and increasing GDP. 

 

On that cheery note, please remember, questions and comments are free.  Don’t be shy. 

 

With cautious optimism, 

 

Brian  


